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EDITOR’S LETTER

With the dizzy pace of life today, ‘busy’ has become the default state of our lives. Merely 
trying to keep up with our own lives is enough to distract our mind from maintaining 
contact with people we care about. Communication, though, is essential in trying to 

solve any misunderstandings and creating deeper relationships.

Yet, it is often the case of today that we contact each other less and less, with the 
excuse of being busy. Naturally, human relations these days have became more 
shallow, and we often forget the importance of caring attention of those close 
to us such as family and friends. Now, maintaining sustainable relationships is  

no longer an easy task for a majority of us. 

Similarly, we often forget the importance of sustainability although it is something 
that we must remember and maintain for our future generations. The less we talk 
about it, the less likely it is that we will be able to preserve and develop our culture.  
Thus, communication is necessary in order for us to bring about a space in which  
questions and ideas interact to explore a better way forward for humankind. Our 
nature and culture can only be sustained when we show our true appreciation  

and devotion to others.

In this issue, we have visited events and artists from various fields for a deeper  
understanding of what communication means. We hope that the messages that the  
interview articles included in this issue of ACCESS will speak to you. ACCESS, as a 
platform where ideas interact through culture, will contribute to the message of  

sustainability. 

Warm Regards,

Minkyu Jung

“Communication is necessary in order for us to bring about a space 
in which questions and ideas interact to explore a better way

 forward for humankind.”
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COMMUNICATION

Communication is more than just the exchange of information. 
With the goal of reaching common, shared understanding, 

communication breaks barriers and strengthens relations both 
within and across various cultures and contexts. Communication 
exists neither as an option nor an afterthought; with it, mutual 

values can be brought to action—bringing us one step closer to a 
sustainable future.

-  A C C E S S  -
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AROUND THE CULTURE

b y .  J I  U N  L E E

Think back to this day ten years ago. Ten years 
is a relatively short time; yet, as you reflect on 
the world ten years ago, you will probably be 
struck more by how much has changed than 
by how much remains the same. Over the 
past decade, the world around us has been 
advancing at a speed unforeseen before. For 
one, social networking services (SNS) seem to 
be an inseparable element in the unfolding of 
our daily activities today—but they have only 
been around for a bit over ten years. 

In the midst of all of these dramatic changes, 
there is still one fact that remains unchanged: 
the fact that communication plays a decisive 
role in the development of our world for a 
sustainable future.

Many say we are living in a communication 
era, with the recent growing improvements in 
both the reach of mass media and techniques 
for the interpersonal exchange of ideas. Then 
what enables communication? What makes 
someone an effective communicator? In 
searching for answers to these questions, it is 
essential to acknowledge that communication 
is a complex, shared process. Through 

communication, participating parties are able 
to use and share their respective approaches to 
see alternative sides of a subject—for nothing 
is so simple that there is only one side to it.

An effective communicator is not 
someone who simply gives his or her own 
interpretation of a particular subject. Rather, 
communication comes with the ability 
to understand and accept that others also 
share a part in the process. This—the need 
to understand others’ distinct views—is 
behind both the struggle and the true beauty 
of communication. There may be just one 
message communicated, but there will always 
be multiple different interpretations since 
human life constantly unfolds in different 
directions and we all come from diverse 
backgrounds.

After another passing of ten years, our world 
will no doubt be different, perhaps even 
unrecognizable, from today. Yet, that the era 
is one of communication is a point that will 
not change; communication has been and 
will continue to be a crucial factor behind all 
developments for our sustainable future.

“ Communication has been and will continue to be a crucial factor behind all  
developments for our sustainable future. ” 

“Communication: Behind It All”
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AROUND THE CULTUREAROUND THE CULTURE

The virtually infinite channels of communication 
can be tools for both resolving and exacerbating the 
conflicts and misunderstandings. They can be used 
both for and against sustainable communication 
process towards a more representative agenda. Our 
daily lives are saturated with hyper-connectedness; 
so much so that we take concepts like global 
Wi-Fi and “15 minutes of fame” through Facebook, 
YouTube, Instagram, and Vine for granted. But are 
we really listening? 

Ironically, in the hyper-connected information 
age, sincere communication and sympathy are 
decreasing. Micro-factions abound, but no single 
thread of ideas holds fast. There is a dire need of 
another revolution in the way we communicate: 
not in the technology but in the ways we perceive 
communication and find common ground.  

Art has always been the reflection of the society’s 
collective consciousness. The God-fearing tapestry 
weavers of the medieval times could not have 
imagined the surreal dream navigations of Dali. 
Gothic spires, in all their towering authority, now 
hold starkly different significance in a society 
where Le Corbusier’s deconstructive architecture 
has shaped most modern skyscrapers. Shifts in art 
trends have been happening faster and faster all 
the time. Popular illustrations, fashion templates, 
and favorite playlists are now contrasted by 
the year, sometimes even by the seasons. Art is 

just as cutting-edge, just as “state-of-art” as any 
fast-evolving technology. Most importantly, art can 
be created by anyone and anywhere and can reach 
anyone anywhere immediately through advanced 
forms of communicative technology and social 
platforms. 

Thus, creative works allow different ideas to 
be mass-integrated, produced, and consumed 
by everyone. One of my favorite songs is “Viva 
La Vida” by Coldplay. It is a complex but 
coherent example of pop culture conservatism, 
libertarianism, cynicism, religion, and history. Its 
lyrics could just as well convey a searing sense of 
loss to modern city dwellers. Although the album 
cover art is reminiscent of the French revolution, 
the lyrics express skepticism about the ends of 
such movements. A single song can evoke different 
issues in us all without the burden of having to 
agree, yet coming together under this one song. 

Social communication through art offers a place 
for finding common ground. Similarly, fittingly 
enough, communication is essential among 
the academic fields. Art is produced by the 
understanding of humanities and the society, 
dispersed by technology, and made relevant by 
effective marketing. No voice should become 
sacred or isolated, and none should grow obsolete 
as we seek maximum sustainability through the 
“art” of communication.

“ No voice should become sacred or isolated, and none should grow obsolete as we seek 
maximum sustainability through the “art” of communication. ”

b y .  S O O  Y E O N  K I M

“The Art of Communication: Coming Together”
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AROUND THE CULTURE

b y .  S O  Y E O N  PA R K

Numerical rankings are often used to determine who or what has superior value. Who 
scored highest on the exam? What album sold the most? Although some may suggest 
that a work of art may be valued according to its price, most will agree that art and 
culture cannot be quantified. 

Communication through visual art goes beyond mere words. Visual artists allow viewers 
to make their own interpretations through sympathy, empathy, and the recognition of 
beauty. Thus visual art powerfully transcends language barriers. A Korean does not have 
to speak French to understand a French painting or sculpture. Audiences worldwide 
can enjoy visual art from all cultures. Kwang Young Chun, in particular used traditional 
Chinese letters in his artwork. His creations were originally a tool of communication for 
only those who read Chinese letters. Through Chun, the letters were transformed into a 
different type of artistic tool that allows interaction among global audiences. 

Most important, visual art links past and present cultures through enhanced 
communication. Although artists may have passed away, their works link us with the 
distant past by continuing to communicate their visions and feelings. Thus visual art is 
too complex to be ranked by numbers or to be limited by language, time, or place. Visual 
art is essentially a valuable tool in communication.

It was quite a difficult task to choose between all sorts of different sustainable 
interactions. In this magazine we covered communication between a Korean artist and 
worldwide viewers, the disabled and the non-disabled, and even a professional Graffiti 
artist, who communicates with an anonymous passerby audience. These various forms 
of communication allow us to see how art easily links one another. 

“ Visual art is too complex to be ranked by numbers or to be limited 
by language, time, or place. Visual art is essentially a valuable tool in 

communication. ”

“Communication Beyond Barriers”
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HYUN SU
KIM

“N e o n  C h a n n e l s  o f
P o e t i c  C o m f o r t ”

You may have encountered these Hangul graphic 
neon signs at least once while browsing through social 
networking services (SNS). They have become viral, 
with no restrictions to their audience. Intentionally 
uploaded online after sunset, the works contain words 
of comfort for viewers who may be facing dark moments 
in their lives. Early one Sunday afternoon, I met Hyun 
Su Kim, the creator of this graphic art collection titled 
“NEON LANGUAGE.” As considerate as his works, he 
arrived early to share his views about communication.

Graphic Designer
vvlo77@naver.com
vvlo77.blog.me
vingle.net/collections/120635

2015 The 9th Great Short Film Festival: Great Design Project
2014 ‘NEON LANGUAGE’ Collection

Hyun Su Kim
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H Y U N  S U  K I M

What is the motive behind your neon graphic designs?

My overarching goal is to communicate and empathize with 
others through my work. For this I thought SNS, a platform 
where active communication takes place, would be an ideal 
place to start. While I was checking out images on SNS, the 
English neon signs caught my eye. I felt a new attraction 
to neon light, commonly exposed to us on signboards. I 
decided to approach the public with it using our alphabet, 
Hangul, and try something different with the already 
familiar form of neon signs.

Do you have a special reason for using only Hangul to express 
your messages?

With Hangul, I can convey my messages more easily and 
aesthetically. Hangul is distinctive for its beautiful and 
striking arrangements of wordplay. Though comparatively 
short in length, the special arrangement of Hangul words 
carries lasting impact. 

b y .  J I  U N  L E E

PREVIOUS PAGE
Although Time Might Be Cold, 

I Hope the Days Would Be Warm

ABOVE
Trust Me Once and Take a Step
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Your works incorporate a balance 
of neon words and images of calm 
environments such as forests and clouds. 
How do you select the background 
images?

People usually associate neon with 
visually loud images, such as vibrant 
city streets bustling with people, or 
think of neon as constrained indoors. 
When you look closely, though, there 
is a more peaceful side to neon light 
that is easily overlooked- I wanted to 
reveal this. After I think of a message, 
I choose a matching quiet, relaxing 
image. I avoid images that include 
distractions such as people and instead 
select natural images that are unlikely 
to be seen on an ordinary day. I also 
take into account factors like the 

current season and world situations so 
that viewers can better identify with 
my work.

Your works present very relatable and 
motivating words. Where do you get 
your inspiration?

I tend to get inspired while doing 
ordinary daily life activities- during 
a conversation with a friend, while 
eating, while watching a movie, right 
before I fall asleep, and so on. Also, 
when I encounter new objects or 
people, my perspective widens- I get 
insights into others’ worries I’ve never 
experienced or thought about before. 
I especially get more inspiration from 
situations people want to escape from. 

What is special about the neon 
language? Why have you chosen neon 
light to convey your messages on SNS?

You can find many beautiful words 
on SNS. I think in contrast to just 
words, messages displayed through 
light, as neon sign installations, are 
distinctive in their communicability 
and memorability. SNS entails both 
immediacy and scale. I usually upload 
my work onto SNS when the sun sets, 
the time when many return home 
and wrap up their day. In this way, I 
can reach many followers and receive 
instant reaction.

CREATIVE CULTURE
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Do you have a special standard for selecting the words for your 
works? What reaction do you pursue while communicating 
through neon language?

We often need to express ourselves while simultaneously 
responding to others on SNS. I hope my works could be the 
medium in such exchanges. I try to convey emotions that 
anyone can feel or has felt at least once before, and wish that 
my works could console viewers as they have consoled me. 
We all have hardships in our lives, and being able to express 
them and communicate with others is a consolation in itself. 
For example, “Don’t delay to accomplish” is the message that 
gave me consolation during my own dark times.

In your view, what is the most important factor enabling 
human communication?

Using color as a metaphor, the trend these days seems to 
be for people to communicate on SNS by expressing their 
personal color and following others who have similar 
colors of interest. For effective communication, you must 
have your own color and clear standards behind it before 
mixing with others’ colors and creating a new blend. I 
think communication is about finding just the right blend 
of personal colors in the encounter between two different 
individuals—neither color must dominate or be lost.

What do your future plans entail?

I would like to continue searching for what I really want to 
do. Rather than sitting in front of a computer, I want to do 
work such as crafts that I can feel with my fingertips, work 
through which I can express my own color. Maybe someday 
I will introduce myself as Hyun Su Kim in a different field 
of art.

Using neon language, Hyun Su Kim delivers consoling 
messages that brighten the moments of sunset in our 
lives. Touching viewers beyond just words, the neon light 
installations are not only a medium for the artist himself to 
communicate his thoughts, but also a means of expression 
for others across SNS who further identify with and share 
his works. Perhaps, the reason his works touch us so deeply 
lies not just in his words, but also in his thoughtfulness 
regarding both parties of communication.

PREVIOUS PAGE
Wish My Path To You Would Be Bright

TO THE LEFT
Don’t Delay to Accomplish

CREATIVE CULTURE
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ACCESS arrived at Chieut Bookstore with high 
expectations to meet Kyu hyung Cho, a Stockholm-
based designer specializing in textiles, graphic 
illustration, and furniture design.

KYU HYUNG
CHO 

Designer and Storyteller
kyuhyung.cho@hotmail.com
http://kyuhyungcho.com

Representative of a studio under his name at Stockholm, Sweden
Recently did collaborations with COS, ITALLA and other Nordic brands

2015 Solo Exhibition, <Pictograph Fonts- Transforming Hangeul> at Daelim Museum D Project Space, Seoul Korea
2012 Presented Master Project on the cover of Wallpaper
2012 Nominated to 25th International Brno Biennial
2012 Group Exhibition, <Nordic Day> hosted by Korea Foundation, Seoul, Korea
2009 – 2011 MFA, Storytelling, Konstfack, Stockholm, Sweden
1993 – 2001 BFA, Graphic Design, Konkuk University, Seoul, Korea

Kyu Hyung Cho

“Yo u ,  M e  a n d
t h e  Un w i t t i n g  C o l l a b o r a t o r ”
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K Y U  H Y U N G  C H O

Before we start, could you tell me a little about this place?

Chieut (ㅊ) Bookstore branched off from Takeout Drawing, an organization that supports artists through 
a café, residency program, and exhibition space. The bookstore provides a space for the public to meet and 
communicate with one another and the artists. Being in charge of naming and creating visual identity in this 
project, I collected words that contain chieut, such as book (책), flower (꽃), and tea (차) to be shared by 
visitors. Here, artists work in an open studio format, allowing the general public to converse with them and 
observe their creative processes.

Please explain what pictograph fonts are. How are they made and used?

While studying the history of letters, I learned that pictographs are generally considered to be the origin of 
texts, while the previous kinds are classified as pictures. An example of such pictures would be cave paintings. 
However, cave paintings are actually a medium to share recordings of life—in this sense, I perceived them to be 
letters. To me, letters seem to be unhappy about being balanced as a rule, as if they are caged in shackles. So I 
decided to free them and presented three liberated fonts as a part of the 2011 Masters Project. 

I was thus inspired to create a font that is open to interpretation: my Creatures Font. I gave the font a wind-like 
effect in accordance with the discomfort of its slanted posture. The letters then formed an illegible pattern, 
making the purpose of their existence questionable. I use people’s stories to bring them closer to objects. For 
example, I asked a little girl her favorite song and then typed it on a blanket, so that her favorite song covers 
her when she sleeps.

b y .  Y O O N  B I N  C H O

PREVIOUS PAGE
Pippi Longstocking song 
typed in Creatures Italic Font

TO THE RIGHT
A Novel typed in Geometry 
Regular Font

CREATIVE CULTURE
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What motivated you to embark on the Hangeul 
pictograph font project? 

I needed new challenges for a new project on 
pictograph fonts, and so came up with three. 
The first was to work with Hangeul. Sang Su 
An, the godfather of Korean typography, once 
said that Hangeul is young in comparison to the 
Roman alphabet, and so graphic designers must 
help it grow. The complex aspect of Hangeul 
is that as its letters make up parts of different 
structural wholes, it requires a great number of 
combinations. Thus, my second challenge was 
to make at least 100 combinations. My third 
challenge was to have all combinations change 
independently as one synthetic font, which is 
unheard-of in typography. I wanted to show that 
typography is fun and easy although it sounds 
difficult. With these challenges, I went beyond 
my first project to bring humans and objects 
closer through fonts, and did a performance 
project allowing humans to interact with fonts 
in the form of a play.

So how were the fonts created?

To add characteristics to the fonts, I brought 
three elements to the typeface: personality, 
script and costume. I first created personality—
for example, by giving a skeptical look to the 
Suspicious Font. Then I created stories inside 
each letter. The rhythm of the keyboard played 
the role of music, stimulating transformation in 
fonts through consecutive hits. Finally, I used 
three computers to shoot red, green, and blue 
typeface through the projector. Thus, I had three 
instruments staging a play with each typeface 
overlapping on the stage.

What do you want to communicate to the audience 
at your exhibition of Hangeul pictograph fonts?

I want people of all ages to enjoy the exhibition by 
playing with letters as if they were their friends. 
As I was inspired by cave paintings, I hope they 
can enjoy “the happening” itself and experience 
different emotions with different fonts.

What makes Kyuhyung Cho’s method of 
communication so special is that it combines the 
modern and the analogue. He uses state-of-art 
programs to design well-functioning fonts, but 
audience members themselves tell their own 
stories and make sense of what they experience, 
resembling the ways of communication 
employed in prehistoric cave paintings. The 
result of such is an unprecedented potential for 
creativity, as it makes art easy and accessible. 
His works stand to encourage positive outlooks 
regarding art as a communicative tool.

TO THE LEFT
Pictograph Hangeul Font, 2015

CREATIVE CULTURE
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“Vi s u a l  L a n g u a g e  o f  a  N e w  Ag e :
E m o t i c o n s  t h a t  S p e a k”

We went to a quiet neighborhood in Gimpo, close 
enough but not too close to the bustling city, to visit 
the man who created the Kakao Friends emoticons 
that we use every day. Character designer Soon Ho 
Kwon, more commonly known by his nickname 
“Hozo,” discussed with us matter-of-factly his 
character designs and the influences the medium of 
emoticons has on everyday communication.  

SOON HO
KWON 

Character designer 
hozo_chun@naver.com 
http://www.hozo.net/

2015 “Hello Brown” Facebook emoticon launching
2012 Singer Psy’s Gangnam Style album jacket caricature design 
2012 “Muji and Friends” Kakaotalk emoticon 
2007 “Cynical Rabbit” emoticon 
2002 Setting up Hozonet

Soon Ho Kwon
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The Kakaotalk Friends emoticons have started a 
new emoticon trend with diverse characters that 
tell stories. What inspired you to create these 
characters? 

This could seem somewhat underwhelming, but 
I didn’t start out with back stories. Someone from 
Kakaotalk Corporation asked for storylines. At 
first I felt that that was too much work (Laughs). 
Still, there had been a few concepts that had 
come to my mind as I was designing, and I 
began to add the bulk of storylines. For example, 
Muji and Jay-Z are inspired by the folktale “A 
Tale of Rabbit and Turtle” (별주부전): so Jay-Z 
the mole comes from the underground to find 
a rabbit and pursues Muji, while Muji is really 
a pickled radish in a rabbit suit. Also, as there 
is the inherent rivalry between dogs and cats, I 
wanted to twist that image and made Frodo and 
Neo a couple. 

Do you think people love these characters even 
more because of those stories?

The stories are good for business and marketing 
and all, but I believe even the elder generation 
has grown fond of these characters thanks to 
the platform of Kakaotalk. The characters feel 
friendly to you because you can easily use them 
every day; people are attracted to the familiar. 
The boom of emoticons thus has more to do 
with how they have become indispensable to our 
daily lives. Other than that, my characters are 
special because I drew them well (Laughs).  

How did you come to choose the profession of a 
character designer? Are there any specific skills or 
qualities required to become one? 

I tried little bits of many different fields such as 
web design and 3-D animation. I even dabbled 
a little bit in metal and woodcrafts. But I was 
best at hand drawing, so I started building my 
portfolio around the things I liked to do. To be 
a character designer, you must understand the 
characters and continue to design consistently. 
Starting from the small steps is really important. 
Create contents that share a certain fiber rather 
than being different from each other. 

The characters you created are now being used 
in conversations of almost everybody in Korea. 
How do you think you have affected the concept of 
“communication” in Korea? 

Unlike communication through text or voice, 
emoticons reduce room for unnecessary 
misunderstanding. If you send a simple emoticon 
after a sentence, it makes the conversation go 
much smoother and adds certain sentimentality. 
So I believe I have provided a way for easier 
communication in relationships. I intentionally 
left some emoticons ambiguous and deliberately 
avoided including text in my emoticons so that 
they can be used in different contexts with a 
variety of meaning. 

PREVIOUS PAGE
Kakao Friends Background

CREATIVE CULTURE

S O O N  H O  K W O N

b y .  S O O  Y E O N  K I M
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Emoticons are a new mode of communication that did 
not even exist merely 20 years ago. Some say we should 
carefully guard against new forms of Internet languages 
and that they should not become prominent. What is 
your opinion on this issue? 

Like the saying goes, everything should be in 
moderation. Unless the new Internet languages are 
completely incomprehensible, I believe that you should 
let the language change as the world itself changes. In 
general I believe that most new trends should be left as 
it is, except for the most basic structures. Linguists do 
not make the language; language is what people make 
of it. 

What are your future aspirations in creating more 
characters that communicate to the people? Would you 
like to try any new design fields?

I am currently uploading other characters such as 
“Brown” on my website, Hozonet. I still have a long 
way to go to make people recognize “Hello Brown” 
as a brand. I’m still working on the “Cynical Rabbit” 
emoticons that I have been drawing for a while. In 
Pikicast, I am serially uploading cartoons in “Pikicut.” 
Since the Korean market quickly consumes culture 
contents, I am dreaming of going global. So I am 
working for entry into Facebook emoticons. 

Finally, I would like to hear what communication means 
to you in your daily life. Does your work reflect this 
concept of communication?

We often ask, “What do you mean by that?” That means 
there has been no shared understanding. Likewise, 
I believe that shared understanding is integral to 
communication. So I always carefully consider what I 
want to express in my drawing. People must understand 
the story; if not, there will be no point to my design. 
I guess this was crucial to my success in designing 
characters that are loved by so many people.  

CREATIVE CULTURE

PREVIOUS PAGE
& TO THE RIGHT

Kakao Friends Background
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“P a i n t e d  C o n v e r s a t i o n s  w i t h 
S t r e e t  P a s s e r s b y”

ACCESS met graffiti artist Artime Joe at a small café 
near his workshop located in Hapjung.

ARTIME
JOE 

Graffiti Artist
artimejoe@gmail.com
http://www.artimejoe.com/

JNJ CREW crew member
STICK UP KIDS crew member

2013 <SOME PEOPLE> @JAEMI Gallery in Seoul
2010 Brand <peacemaker> launching 
2009 Brand <stigma> launching
2004 <STREET WRITERS> Gallery Zandari in Seoul
2001 JNJ CREW Organized

Artime Joe
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A R T I M E  J O E

Could you briefly introduce yourself?

My name is Artime Joe. I started as a graffiti artist in 
Korea in 2001. I’m currently a part of two graffiti crews: 
Stick Up Crew and JNJ Crew.

What inspired you to start painting graffiti?

I think it was hip-hop culture. When I was young, 
Korea had a hip-hop boom. Many foreign hip-hop 
videos came in with the wave. One of my biggest 
motivations was music videos by hip-hop artists such 
as “Jump” by Kris Kross. Hip-hop fashion and music 
caused me to start scribbling hip-hop related pictures. 
I studied comic drawing but decided that wasn’t what I 
wanted to do. So after serving in the military, I started 
my career as a graffiti artist. Even today, hip-hop music, 
fashion, dance, and videos continue to inspire me.

How does the experience of painting inside a studio and 
painting on street walls differ? 

The big difference is in how others are exposed to my 
work. When I drew pictures at home or at school as 
a student, only the kids who were interested would 
see them. In the same sense, graffiti art exhibited in 
galleries is limited to those who visit the exhibition. 
On the contrary, when I draw a painting outside on 
the streets, anyone passing by can see my work. Hence, 

I can communicate with a broader audience, which 
makes painting graffiti outside more attractive.

What does the word communication mean to you, 
artistically or personally?

Needless to say, communication is crucial. Graffiti 
started out as street culture, so showing graffiti to an 
anonymous audience is important to the spirit of the 
genre. Some people tend to think that graffiti must 
convey a clear fixed social message. However, most 
graffiti artists paint as a way to make people remember 
them. Some paint their nicknames repeatedly on the 
walls of a street to become known to the public. About 
two months ago, the news reported that a man had 
painted seventy graffiti paintings over night on walls 
near Sadangdong. Of course the article was exaggerated; 
he had been painting them for two months. But the 
headline was shocking: “How would you feel if seventy 
graffiti popped up overnight?”

I was once one of those unknown artists, but now as a 
publicly known graffiti artist, I can’t paint on the streets 
illegally anymore. One time I got an anonymous call, 
probably from the building owner, who threatened to 
call the police if I didn’t erase my graffiti near Hapjung. 
I guess the caller figured out my number online. This 
wouldn’t happen to artists who expose only their 
nicknames. Therefore, painting illegally on the walls in 
the past was a one-sided way of communicating to the 
public, but now it’s a two-way communication between 
the public and myself.

b y .  Y O U N G  H Y U N  K I M

CREATIVE CULTURE

PREVIOUS PAGE
My Classic
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CREATIVE CULTURE

PREVIOUS PAGE
The Cappers Tower

ABOVE
Characters of Fame
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You have collaborated with various artists and companies. 
Have you experienced any difficulties? 

Recently I did a collaboration project with Mountain 
Dew. I showed them my sketch, but they asked me to 
draw a more aggressive image. Before, clients and viewers 
wanted safer images. That moment, I felt that my artistic 
senses had become less keen. Collaborations may look 
cool. The product’s fame may seem to elevate the artist 
for awhile. However, I must work within the company’s 
many limitations. To maintain my artistic uniqueness and 
originality, I must do more personal work. Collaborations 
are rewarding when I finish the task, but it has pros and 
cons.

What are your thoughts about how Korean society sees graffiti 
art?

When I first started graffiti, only cheap industrial spray cans 
sold at hardware stores were available. Low-quality tools led 
to unsatisfying paintings. Foreign artists thought poorly of 
Korean graffiti in this period. However, after 2006, artist 
spray cans started to appear in Korea, and soon the gap 
between Korean and foreign graffiti started to narrow. 

As for the audience, in the past even most young people did 
not know what graffiti was, and the word “art” was used as 

a narrow and classical term. Now, people are much more 
open to different art styles such as graffiti. Many students 
and young adults want to learn graffiti art. I have been 
teaching graffiti classes for about three years, and I have 
already taught more than three hundred students. It’s 
become hard to keep track of all of them. So I am confident 
that the younger generations will be more familiar with 
graffiti.

What do you think is needed to develop graffiti art? 

Currently there are few professional graffiti artists. I can 
vouch for only about twenty to thirty graffiti artists who 
have the skill and experience to be called professional. 
Therefore, graffiti contests would provide meaningful 
competition for many starting graffiti artists. 

As one of Korea’s leading graffiti artists, Artime Joe actively 
and endlessly seeks to express his artistic vision. In addition 
to painting on walls, he participates in various exhibitions. 
He recently held an exhibition of his work at Garosu-gil. He 
dreams of continually creating entertaining graffiti and one 
day presenting his work in New York.

CREATIVE CULTURE
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EVENTS
NAM JUNE PAIK ART CENTER
MEDIAMETIC, AMSTERDAM
KOREAN SCHOLARS OF MARKETING SCIENCE
DISABILITY CULTURE & ART FESTIVAL
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NAM JUNE PAIK ART CENTER
“Intermedia: Breaking the Barrier”

b y .  Y U N  J I  H A N

On one chilly afternoon of October, ACCESS made a visit to Nam June Paik Art Center where the <Intermedia Theater> 
exhibition was being held. The grandeur of the large-scale architecture revealed much about Paik’s artistic reputation. The 
interview with curator Soo Young Lee afterwards told us more about Paik and the values he pursued through bold artistic 
attempts in converging different media. 
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Highly known for his establishment of the new art form 
video art, Nam June Paik is regarded as one of the greatest 
artists of all-time Korean history. He pursued human 
connection and sought for ways through which technology 
could enhance it. He communicated such ideas through 
his distinctive oeuvre, comprised of different art forms that 
built dialectic relationships between each medium. Every 
work he produced is rife with vibrant, open-minded attitude 
and artistic creativity.

According to Lee, the title of the exhibition, Intermedia 
Theater, refers to Paik’s tendency to fuse different media 
rather than highlighting distinct features of each single 
medium.

Lee further explained that throughout his career, Paik 
continually challenged himself to embrace new media 
forms. From his use of television in Participation TV (1963), 
SONY’s Portapak in his video work after its release (1965), 
and the satellite in Good Morning, Mr.Orwell (1984), to laser 
in Three Elements (2000), Paik turned the newly launched 
medium at the time into an art form by integrating it into 
his masterpiece. Lee also mentioned how she regarded Three 
Elements to be the most representative piece of Intermedia; 
it applies laser technology for the wow factor. Paik enjoyed 
challenging himself by ceaselessly trying to expand the 
realm of his art-sphere.

LEFT  TO RIGHT
TV Garden

Elephant Cart
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Another eminent characteristic of Paik’s works is that they 
seek to break the barriers between the media and that they 
focus on the dialectical relationship among individuals and 
the media. Lee commented that Paik was at the center of 
the Fluxus movement, where artists demolished the barriers 
between life and art and between different forms of art. 

The most representative work of such feature in the 
exhibition was Zen for Film (1964), where an empty film 
unexposed by light was screened on the projector to reveal 
merely scratches and dusts. When appreciating the piece, 
viewers meditate upon what constitutes the essence of film, 
asking themselves whether the work is either a type of film, a 
form of performance art, or perhaps, something totally new. 

The question leads to an in-depth deliberation regarding 
the nature of art forms and the distinction between them. 
Participation TV breaks more boundaries: the audience 
steps on a pedal and causes the television screen to give 
arbitrary responses. Not only did Paik integrate a new form 
of media with fine art by using television, but he also blurred 
the distinction between art and audience, proliferating 
communication between the two. This way, Paik boldly 
experimented with breaking the boundaries between 
different art forms.

Lee explained that Paik’s open-mindedness, tolerance, and 
the pursuit of convergence are the virtues lying beneath his 
audacity. She also commented that all those virtues are
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conditions of the desirable communication Paik also highly 
sought for. Such philosophy of Paik can be easily read in his 
video art Global Groove (1973), appearing on the screens 
of TV Garden (1974) where television flowers bloom in a 
spacious garden. The video reveals a manic overlapping of 
a Caucasian woman tap dancing, a Navaho woman playing 
drums, and a Korean women fan dancing—stressing the 
need for cultural diversity and respect for other cultures as 
opposed to the western cultural hegemony. 

In his other works as well, Paik’s tendency to respect 
outer spheres, pursue coexistence, and further dissolve 
borders between them can be easily read. Paik had also 
explicitly mentioned the importance of communication 
when explaining what he considered to be true video art 

by saying, “On the one hand lies art and on the other lies 
communication; their point of intersection is what is to be 
pursued.” 

His emphasis on communication might explain why he 
continues to exert such influence even today, where people 
around the world intermingle on a daily basis and new 
medium for communication continuously appear. Across 
time and space, Paik’s distinctive art inspires audiences to 
cross borders and embrace the new.

“Paik is the finest intermedium that has ever existed.” 
                                                                             – Soo Young Lee

LEFT TO RIGHT
Life and Art of Nam June Paik
Collection of Paik’s Fluxus Art
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Mediametic, Amsterdam

EVENTS

“Sustainable and Natural Communication”

b y .  G A  H Y U N  K I M

TO THE RIGHT
Raising Doubts
Mediametic Lab

For more than three decades, the Mediamatic Foundation, a cultural institution in the center of Amsterdam, has been 
a project-based workshop, laboratory, artist residence, and restaurant. The foundation allows artists to use new media, 
technologies, workshops, lectures, and exhibitions to convey challenging ideas about environmental protection and 
sustainable living.

Among the Mediamatic Foundation’s many interactive events, “Aquaponics” is an ongoing lab project devoted to the 
potential of urban farming for sustainability and energy recycling. The organization values urban farming as “a way to 
sustainably produce food in the city because it takes very little space. Plants and fish are cultivated together. The fish excrete 
ammonia. Bacteria then transfer the ammonia into nitrate, which then fertilizes the plants.” The Aquaponics farm produces 
abundant, lush, fresh vegetables that the staff uses to create a hearty Korean meal with fermented chard stems and leaves, 
one of many examples of how this eco-friendly lab can contribute to daily life.

One exhibition, called “Raising Doubts,” deals with the insecurities caused by daily city life. Thirty boxes are provided for 
planting seeds which will then grow to create an infographic that will reveal answers to questions such as “Do you live your 
dream? Does your life reflect your soul? Can you communicate your emotions? Are you in control of your life?” Visitors are 
provided punch cards containing flower seeds that represent their answers. The exhibition is one of the many bio diverse, 
bee-friendly, and green Mediamatic initiatives enabling participants to discover their inner selves. The boxes will continue 
to grow until the end of November 2015.

Mediamatic provides guidance for building interactive health communication and reciprocity between human and natural 
resources. Mediamatic should be expanded to reach a larger population to combat the waste of natural resources and to 
enhance the health of complex urban life. That is the goal of Mediamatic: to find ways to create healthful and sustainable 
lifestyles in the middle of crowded cities.
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EVENTS

Prestigious scholars from all over the world came together 
at Yonsei University for the Korean Scholars of Marketing 
Science International Conference from November 14 to 
15. The cosmopolitan crowd comprised scholars from a 
great variety of nations and academic backgrounds, such 
as marketing, business, industrial design, psychology, 
ecology, and technology. Despite their seemingly unrelated 
fields of expertise, the participants discussed a common 
academic theme that will penetrate modern marketing and 
management: the sustainable future. KSMS included a series 
of academic sessions for scholars to present dissertations 
regarding sustainable development.

Since its formation, KSMS continues to present new and 
original high-quality articles and hosts annual conferences. 

This year, the special guest was one of the most influential 
marketing scholars: Darren Dahl, Editor-in-Chief of 
Journal of Consumer Research. His lecture, titled “The 
Creativity Imperative,” emphasized that creativity is the 
most important factor in conducting new research.

According to Dahl, creativity carries great importance in 
this modern era where innovation and diversity carry more 
significance than ever before. Unfortunately, though, not 
all people are born creative or able to devise eye-catching 
intriguing research topics. The good news is that creativity 
can be developed; we can learn to think outside the box 
to become innovative by following four specific steps for 
promoting creativity.

“Creativity Imperative”

b y .  Y U N  J I  H A N

KOREAN SCHOLARS OF 
MARKETING SCIENCE
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The first step is to watch the world around you. Dahl 
encouraged the audience to travel a lot, observe how people 
from other cultures live, and bring those experiences to 
enrich their creations. The second step he mentioned 
is to be curious. Dahl talked about an experience he had 
when he visited a Hermes store in his jeans. Even though 
the clerks mistreated him, he felt compelled to buy two 
colognes. He asked himself why he did that. Eventually, 
his curiosity developed into a research thesis: “Will 
mistreatment of consumers by employees in luxury brand 
shops lead to more consumption?” Likewise, he insisted 
that we continually ask trivial questions in our daily lives.   
The third step is to play. Dahl said that play had a significant 
role throughout human history; it helped establish social 
norms, taught survival, and encouraged creativity. As Jean 
Piaget said, “play is the answer to anything new.” The last 
step is to fight against norms and traditions as a necessary 
precondition for innovation. Dahl mentioned two of his 
favorite artists—Twyla Tharp and Beethoven—as examples 
of creative people who avoided the easy way and faced 
difficulty with strong will. Lastly, emphasizing the need to 
put all four steps together to become a creative scholar, he 
ended his speech with a positive vibe.

The sessions that followed the keynote speech consisted of 
various presentations regarding marketing for a sustainable 
future. The field of marketing varied widely from 
consumption goods such as fashion, food, and travel, to 
cultural products such as performing arts—all in pursuit of 
sustainable development within each realm. Furthermore, 
the presenters’ academic backgrounds greatly differed. 
They included not only graduate scholars, but also Culture 
Design Management major undergraduates who have 
conducted studies over the last semester.

The sessions were all interesting and thought-provoking. 
The conference was inspiring in that it is rare to meet such 
incredible people all in one event. 2015 KSMS gave each 
participant global experience and academic inspiration that 
will eventually lead to future outstanding studies.

 “If you want to be creative, avoid the easy way out.” 
                                                                                – Darren Dahl

LEFT TO RIGHT 
Darren Dahl 

KSMS Session
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Disability Culture & Art Festival

EVENTS

“Understanding Differences”

b y .  S O  Y E O N  PA R K

TO THE RIGHT
Trust Illusion Dance Performance
Calligraphy Performance

The Korea Disabilities Art Association held its 2015 
Disability Culture & Art Festival (DCF)in Marronnier Park, 
Hyehwa from October 6 to 9. The festival was the seventh 
DCF festival showcasing the creative work of artists who 
have disabilities, aiming to reach a broad audience with its 
slogan, “A festival to take part in, enjoy, and share.”  
 
When I attended the festival, artist Youn Jung Lee was the 
first to attract my attention. Although she was confined to a 
wheelchair, she used her feet to slowly color the canvas with 
a variety of shades. Watching her work, I gained a deeper 
appreciation for the effort and skill of disabled artists. At 
another booth, I viewed a display of drawings of various 
colors and techniques by both handicapped and non-
handicapped artists. Nothing in the work set disabled and 
non-disabled artists apart: the works were equally enjoyable.

The Media Art Fair, titled “Facing Each Other–Speaking 
with Video,” was held in12 Eeum(connect) Center. In a 
memorable video clip, called “Mother,” a disabled son sent a 
message to his mother: “I hurt her because I hurt. I cried and 
yelled at her that I wanted to walk.” Although the clip was 
short, it was deeply moving. Another work, titled Resting 
Wheelchair,featured a sitting area, like a sofa,long enough 
for three to four people, but shaped like a wheelchair. Rather 
than evoking discomfort or feeling alien, however, the 
wheelchair was a comforting place to rest and enjoy videos. 

DCF featured many other interactive exhibitions and 
programs. For example, in “Fingers Read the book—
Another Way of Seeing,” festival-goers could see and touch 
art books for the visually disabled and experience reading 
through touch. Joyful musical and dance performances were 
featured on the outdoor stage. A disabled calligraphy artist 
wrote the names of festival participants.  

Thus the festival allowed handicapped and non-handicapped 
individuals to learn that their differences can be bridged 
through paintings, calligraphy, instruments, dance, and even 
media. Rather than hide their disabilities, the professional 
artists were proud to participate in DCF. Their courage and 
accomplishments were inspiring.

DCF operates in the hope that festival-goers will be 
more open-minded toward disabled artists and will 
truly respect,support, and enjoy the art not solely from 
compassion. Sung Kyu Park, the director of Operational 
Support in DCF, explained the value of providing a venue 
for the disabled to display their art: 

“Some people cannot link the disabled with the arts. Hopefully 
this festival will bring a more open view toward handicapped 
artists. The strong suit of disabled arts is that the artwork and 
the artists have a unique identity. “
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STORY
KWANG YOUNG CHUN
INSOONI
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KWANG YOUNG CHUN
“Artistic DNA: 
Transformation of Korean Mulberry Paper” 

Your main works are mixed media with Korean mulberry paper. Why did you start using mulberry paper? 

The more I became engaged in drawing, I started to look back into my artistic DNA. Modern art structures and various 
expression techniques are becoming mostly western-oriented, so it is difficult to avoid plagiarism if an artist lacks a unique 
philosophy and style. This led me to pursue dark and lonely self-reflection taking me back into my life as an artist and 
my identity as a Korean. Believing that what is most Korean is most international, I was motivated to find my artistic 
DNA. Suddenly I recalled an old memory of the medicine packages from the traditional Chinese medicine doctor when I 
was young. The image of mulberry paper packages became my tool to express Korean sentiment and my precious artistic 
companion that has attracted the international art industry.

Mulberry paper, unlike western paper, is more than a medium for recording information. Mulberry paper replaces glass in 
windows or doors and is used to store food or medicine that require adequate ventilation. Koreans deeply value mulberry 
paper; in this sense, Korean mulberry paper is a symbolic embodiment of great Korean culture. 

ACCESS was honored to visit the globally renowned artist Kwang Young Chun in his studio in Daejang-dong, 
Bundang. As soon as I entered the studio, I was welcomed by his signature mulberry paper artwork. 

At first I thought the letters and individual triangular shapes were odd and bizarre, but as I looked more closely, 
I recognized that the artist’s style is unforgettable. Kwang Young Chun has been an artist for more than 50 years; 

yet his passion and energy have never wavered.

STORY

b y .  S O  Y E O N  PA R K

Korean Artist
aggregationchun@gmail.com
http://www.chunkwangyoung.com/html/main.php

2015  Dovescot Studio Edinburgh (Festival) Solo Exhibition
          Venice Biennale, Palazzo Grimani Art Museum Group Exhibition
2014  Solo Exhibition in New York, London
2009  Presidential Prize in the 41st Korean Culture and Art Prize, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Seoul, Korea
2001  Artist of the Year 2001, National Museum of Contemporary Art, Seoul, Korea
1973  Special Prize in the Earth Art II sponsored by Civic Center Museum, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A

TO THE RIGHT 
Aggregation 15-MA019
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ABOVE 
Aggregation15-JA002
Desire2

STORY

When you dye papers or fold them into shapes, you use 
traditional methods. What do the mulberry pieces stand for? 

My work is all handmade. Each piece is a mosaic of 7,000 
to 10,000 mulberry paper pieces wrapped and patched in 
triangular shapes. The triangular pieces are, to me, basic 
units of communicating information, the basic cells of 
a life that have historical and social significance. I intend 
to express intra-unit conflict and harmony by attaching 
them consciously or unconsciously on a two-dimensional 
surface.

It must take a long time to make one piece. What value do you 
find in such methods?

I am very proud that among countless artists in the world, I 
am the only one who uses this method. It is up to others to 
judge the work as good or bad, but it is my duty as an artist to 
communicate my story in my way. The only problem is that 
it takes six months or more to finish one work. However, 
even this long process is important to me. Koreans have 
our traditional method of natural dyeing passed down for 
over three thousand years; for instance, boiling leaves and 
fruits with water to attain a certain color or burning grass 
from the streets and using the ash to dye the paper in gray. 
I perform such authentic techniques in my studio, leading 
to my style.
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ABOVE
Aggregation 15-MY026

Star3

STORY

You are a world-renowned artist, participating in exhibitions 
in New York, London, and Vienna. Of your many 
accomplishments, what gives you the most pride as a Korean 
artist?

Thankfully, the international art industry has embraced 
my work. It is always a pleasure to show my work and 
communicate the Korean spirit to a broad worldwide 
audience. I feel loved when newspapers from other 
countries introduce my work. 

Opinion leaders of the art market have chosen to publicize 
my work, causing foreigners to learn about it, to care about 
my reasons for creating it, and to want to understand what 

the work symbolizes. Artist deeply value sharing thoughts 
through our creations. I am proud that people understand 
how I integrate motifs from my childhood memories. 

As a Korean artist, have you encountered difficulties outside 
the country? Do you see a need for changes regarding the 
acceptance of foreign artists?

Cultural backgrounds naturally affect how one appreciates 
and interprets art. Personally I have had little difficulty, and 
I thank the positive view toward my collections in different 
countries. I do remember that about 15 years ago a curator 
in the Whitney Museum said that if I were an American, my 
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collection would have been already exhibited in the Whitney 
Museum. In some cases, no matter how exceptional the 
artwork, the artist’s nationality will cause limitations. 

Marketing and communication is very important in art. I 
dare say that the world has failed to recognize thousands 
of potential Picassos because how the art is represented, 
covered, and interpreted greatly determine its value. Korea 
provides less national support for Korean artists than 
other countries do. Media artist Bill Viola, for example, 
is an exceptionally talented apprentice of Nam June Paik, 
but Viola’s works are priced more than ten times as much 
as his mentor’s. If the environment were improved, I and 
many other Korean artists would have greater global 
opportunities.

After graduating from Hongik University, you went to the 
United States to study art. How did this period influence your 
work or thoughts as an artist? 

As my passion for learning grew, I wanted to continue 
studying art in a bigger stage. This led to my studying 
abroad although very few artists studied abroad back then. 
I was a very small Asian. My classmates would ask, “Does 
your country have art schools?” This hurt me greatly at the 
time. I was lonely and felt inferior to my friends. I thought 
that the only way to express myself confidently was through 
my art. I vowed to make art that impresses the eyes but also 
touches the heart. When I returned to Korea I hoped that 
one day my works would be exhibited in New York, and 
today that dream has come true. 

You are renowned for your authentic style, but do you have 
any difficulties in creating new art pieces? Where do you find 
new inspiration? 

I believe the most essential yet difficult task for an artist is 
to always change and seek improvement. One cannot stay 
at the same level. I have always challenged myself to do 
something extreme beyond my limitations. I wish to avoid 
disappointing viewers by repeating the same thing. If I just 

repeated my work, I would have grabbed attention through 
sheer luck and soon I would be forgotten. Art investors 
support only artists whose styles have changed over the 
last five years, since that proves that they have potential for 
future development. The same applies to sports athletes—
they must break their own records. This is why my art style 
has changed more than ten times over the last twenty years 
of my career. I want to interest and surprise my viewers 
continuously. 

Creating new artwork is presumably like giving birth. I 
invest all my energy from my heart and body. So of course 
I want people to appreciate my work, and I worry that 
they might misunderstand my message. Rather than being 
particular representations, all my works, new or old, are 
undergirded by my worries and concerns and contain my 
answers to essential and fundamental questions.  

Would you like to leave a message to ACCESS readers?

Why does Korea have so few renowned artists, although 
Korea has thousands of art school graduates? Becoming an 
artist takes longer than a day. It takes more than winning an 
award or getting a certain education. It requires illustrating 
your story persistently for a long period. 

I remember one curator from New York who remarked after 
visiting Seoul, “The city is just like New York.” Of course, 
she may have been complimenting the city’s modern image.
On the other hand, she may have been implying that Seoul 
lacks creativity and originality. Thus I advise young artists 
and students to find something only they can do. I tell them 
to think about their distinct identity, what I call “artistic 
DNA.” It may be based on their nationality, motherland, and 
basically the things that constitute who they are. Starting 
from their individual history, memory, and culture, they 
can garner sympathy and communicate more effectively. 
That is the logic I always keep in my art.

STORY

TO THE RIGHT 
Aggregation 15-JA003

Dream2 
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For the past thirty years, you have crossed different music 
genres such as pop, ballad, dance, disco, and jazz. You’ve 
become a role model to many. What is your source of 
motivation?

The rage I felt in my youth has been sublimated into art. 
Growing up in a different background from others, I didn’t 
want to cave into adversities. Gradually, it was aspirations for 
things I loved that pushed me. My goal wasn’t particularly to 
become a role model. I sang across multiple genres because I 
wanted my performance to be audience-centered. I wanted 
to be loved, and so if the crowd wanted something I did it 
for them: pop, Korean, anything. So throughout my life I 
have been motivated first by anger and then the desire to 
challenge myself. The hardships I faced as a child were 
overcome through music, and that’s how I gained my fans. 

INSOONI
“Insooni’s Music: Communication by Heart” 

b y .  G Y U W O N  B A E K

Musician
BlueSky Entertainment Company
Montant Creative Director 

2015 Second place for performance, Naba Korea Championship
2009 Culture and Art Presidential Award
1999, 2010 Carnegie Hall concert, New York City
1984 KBS Seven Musicians Award
1978 Debut with “Three Hee” Silvers

Insooni is Korea’s top diva. She has been educating children since 2013 when she founded Haemil School. 
Recently she surprised the public by winning a bodybuilding contest. As she continuously inspires so many, 
she draws inspiration from communication with her audience, on and off stage. In this interview, she unrav-
eled her philosophy of music and life. 

STORY

TO THE LEFT
Insooni
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Your performances of “Dream of Goose,” “Beautiful Girl,” 
“Umbrella,” and “Mother” were really touching. How do you 
communicate with the audience on and off stage?

Actually, rather than sing, I tell my story through music. 
Often I place myself in a music video. For instance, imagine 
you just broke up. You listen to a love song about breakup 
and it reminds you of all the things you two did together, 
right? In a sense, music makes you travel through your 
memories. To make this happen, I internalize the lyrics. 
Then the music video rolls – not only am I singing, but I’m 
also walking through countless memories related to the 
song. “Mother” was particularly like that. I internalized the 
song after multiple rehearsals so that the lyrics reminded me 
of my love for her, the things I could have done better. That’s 
how I sing from my heart. I talk with the audience during 

ABOVE
Insooni and the ACCESS members

STORY

Where do you get inspiration for your performances?

The moment I listen to a song, I instinctively feel what my 
performance should be. This is not so much inspiration – it 
comes so naturally. After that, I study how my show could fit 
the song and its rhythm. For example, for a fast-beat song, 
I dance to the rhythm to let the audience know that the 
song is exciting. The first step is to become happy myself; 
so instead of formulaically inserting theatrical elements, I 
do what comes naturally. It doesn’t matter if you’re young 
or old. For happy songs, you’ve got to express your own 
happiness. The same goes for sad songs. Shirley Bassey is my 
role model for expressing music on stage. When you watch 
her performance, you know what she is saying within three 
minutes. She expresses the songs with her heart.
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my performance. I like singing according to the mood 
of the event. That’s why I don’t have a preset repertoire. I 
can feel what the audience feels when we communicate. 
Communication between the audience and the performer 
bring meaning to the stage. 

Your collaboration such as pictorials and music with Kisum in 
“Unpretty Rapstar 2” was amazing. Are there more artists you 
want to work with?

Dynamic Duo or Zion-T. I’d have to practice a lot though, 
because I’m more of standard style than RnB. 

How would you define the power of music?

Music has an amazing impact on us, especially when we 
listen to the right song at the right moment. It motivates us, 
helps us get over broken hearts, go deeper into our emotions. 
During workouts, I listen to hip hop musicians such as Song 
Mino and Dok2. Then I think, “This is a battle with myself, 
and I’m not going to lose!” However, I don’t think living with 
earphones is a good thing. Pluck out the earphones, and see 
what’s happening around you. Say you’re on a crowded bus. 
Instead of listening to music, think about what others are 
doing. Each and every scene will become a part of your life 
– don’t let your world end between your ears. 

Many readers would want to learn how you take on so many 
challenges. What advice do you have for ACCESS readers?

Choose regret from having done something over regret 
from not having done something. Even if you don’t get the 
outcomes you expected, you won’t have lingering attachment 

because at least you tried. But regretting after not trying will 
leave you more regretful, because everything has the right 
moment to be taken on. There are so many challenges you 
couldn’t take on later. That is why I chose to perform at Na 
neun Ga Su da (Survival: I am a Singer). It was a challenge, 
but if I hadn’t participated, I wouldn’t have met its audience. 
I’d like to tell ACCESS readers: don’t miss the right moment. 
Opportunities come only to those who prepare for them. 

Recently you entered a bodybuilding contest. What new 
challenges do you plan to take on in the future?

My long-term plan is to travel to Baekdudaegan Mountain 
Range. One thing I want to do next year is to polish all 2300 
graves in Busan UN Memorial Cemetery. I want to thank 
those people for their contribution to Korea. I’ve already 
completed the Netherlands section, and it feels extremely 
great. 

The interview took place right after Insooni’s performance 
at W Seoul Walker Hill. As the audience left the venue, I 
observed that they were visibly and deeply moved that 
I couldn’t help but wonder how she had done it. For her, 
singing goes beyond formula – she breathes life into music 
with her eyes, her words, and her body. Her life embodies 
her art. And her songs reflect her life. 

TO THE LEFT
Before concert
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D Project Space is a cultural subproject of Daelim Museum. 
To reach the well-hidden venue, you must take right turns 
through alleyways until you come to a brick wall decorated 
with colorful pool balls. You have reached a former pool 
club reborn as a hub of experimental exhibitions and artistic 
communication for emerging Korean artists. 

At a nearby café, we met Jungyeol Lee, head curator of D 
Project Space. Over cups of latte, she shared details on how 
this creative place works. 

Its unique history began three years ago when the curators 
first came upon an abandoned pool house that was once 
part of a bustling university town. When the campus moved 
away, the pool hall went out of business. Lee said, “At that 
time, we were looking for a compact, intimate spot to start 
our new project for assisting emerging Korean artists. When 

we first came to the abandoned pool house, it looked as if 
people had left minutes ago, taking only their bodies. The 
pool tables and cue shafts were scattered around, as if waiting 
to tell us their story.” Since then, the former pool house has 
told the stories of more than twenty creative artists.

Under an all-in-one system, a single team of seven curators 
design the space, publicize exhibitions, and create programs 
for visitors. They take turns leading the team, selecting the 
artists, and choosing the directions that D Project Space will 
take for the year.

Having been a pool club gives D Project Space a special 
identity. Very little has been altered, save for repainting and 
added lighting. The old pool tables and stools kept their 
place, now serving as little details that artists incorporate in 
their exhibitions. Lee explained, “Artists always try to come 

ABOVE
A brick wall decorated with colorful pool balls

TO THE RIGHT
D Project Space

b y .  E U N  W O N  C H O

D Project Space: Pool Hall Turned into Artistic Hub 
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up with ways to use those elements in creative ways. They 
add to the fun and experimental atmosphere and it’s all very 
nice. Those are part of the merits of keeping old elements of 
the pool hall.”  

Another major specialty of D Project Space is that its 
exhibitions go beyond visual arts and installations. The pool 
hall features a nearly limitless scope of diverse genres, such 
as exhibitions of typography, fashion, print, music, and even 
poetry. “We’re trying to display these various, unconventional 
genres within the frame of this unconventional place, 
making everything new and experimental. It’s fun and it 
breaks down the walls that people may have had toward art.”
With its unique past identity, location, and exhibition genres, 
the space allows artists to experiment, with interesting 
results. Throughout the twenty or so collaborations with 

the pool hall, artists have shown experimental results often 
entirely different from their prior works and style. Lee said, 
“Next month we are collaborating with a fashion designer, 
but she’s not going to exhibit clothing; she plans to express 
her identity using solely patterns and objets.” Thus, D Project 
Space is a unique stage where artists can explore and express 
their interests, and where visitors can see the artists in a new 
perspective and better understand their identity.

The small space is apparently also a merit. The team 
constantly tries to think outside of the given repertories 
to come up with new arrangements. “Once, we were sent 
five or six huge wooden moons as part of the display. They 
were so big, we couldn’t get them through the door in one 
piece. It was a totally new challenge to fill a small space like 
this with such massive installations. We spent a lot of time 
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TO THE LEFT
D Project Space

TO THE RIGHT
Front of the museum

working out the visitor circulation and setup, but in the 
end the exhibition went beyond our expectations and was a 
great success. Working within D Project Space means we’re 
continually learning how to be creative and compact.”

D project space captures the essence of communication 
by making exhibitions more open, and by creating artistic 
gatherings that anyone can participate in. For example, D 
Project Space Nights are held weekly, usually in the form 
of workshops or special talks. Anyone, regardless of age or 
profession, can sit eye-to-eye with the artist and engage in 
the programs together. “Museums have an image of being 
hard to approach and to understand. They make you feel like 
you have to get all dressed up, put on a bow-tie, and arrive 
in a nice car. What we are trying to do here is to take down 
those barriers, and create a communicating art space where 
anyone can literally just ‘walk in’ and exchange feedback 
with the artists.”

Now in its third year, D Project Space is still relatively 
young and unceasingly evolving. The first and second 
years were a trial period, during which D Project Space 
freely experimented with weaving various genres into 
space and tackling new challenges. This year the team has 
centered more on community outreach. “The focus is on 
making programs that can communicate with visitors, to 
help people interact and engage with art in a special way. 
Communication with the visitors is important; it’s the main 
purpose and goal of this space, really.”

D Project Space will continue to shift and mature with time, 
but the doors are always open to any passing visitors who 
choose to walk in and join the art experience.

STUDIO
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Art in Residence (AIR), based in Milan, is a huge network of artist residences devoted to the development of art, design, 
architecture, exhibitions, and cultural studies. ACCESS was invited to conduct an interview at Frigoriferi Milanesi, where the 
office of AIR project team is located. We spoke with Paola Sacconi, communication specialist of FARE, who explained that, 
Frigoriferi Milanesi was once a collection of refrigeration warehouses (frigoriferi meaning ‘refrigerator’ in English), but is now 
a complex for various organizations and events, including Open care, Greenpeace, and Slow Food.  

Five years ago, AIR project created a network of residencies for young artists in Italy with the help of FARE, a nonprofit 
organization. Their goal is to use art as a means for social integration in order to facilitate education, provide access to 
contemporary art, and encourage channels of global communication.

Art in Residence:
Seeking the root of the environment

b y .  H E E  R A E  K I M

STUDIO

ABOVE
Open Care at Milan

TO THE RIGHT
FARE residency 

at Milan Courtesy of FARE
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The AIR project sponsors an exchange program in which 
artists from different countries swap residences. They can 
then enjoy continual interactions that allow them to bond 
with other artists, to produce artwork, and to conduct 
personal research. Sacconi recalled, “This was not only to 
communicate with artists and different residencies inside 
the country, but also to dialogue with others outside 
Italy in a more global sense.” The platform has grown 
internationally since then, now supporting 30 residencies 
in France, Netherlands, Israel, Dubai, Austria, and China.

AIR project does more than simply provide accommodations 
to young artists although it “sincerely believes that 
accommodation plays an essential role in artists’ everyday 
life and their artworks.” That is, the project members pay 
close attention to the quality of work being produced. 
Although each residency has different levels of services, AIR 
project continually communicates with the directors and 
curators of the residencies to assure that the services meet 
average quality standards. Their fundamental philosophy is 
that the residence must be a place where people have their 
basic needs met, knowing that it is difficult for strangers to 
the region to find the right accommodation. In this sense, 
AIR project assists young artists in constructing the very 
basic elements of establishing their roots. 

Global Art Programme (GAP), waiting for Expo 2015 started 
in 2010 and ended June 11, 2015. GAP is an international 
program of cultural exchange for countries taking part 
in Expo Milano 2015, focused on the topic titled Feeding 
the Planet, Energy for Life. As a project related to Expo 
Milano 2015, Italian and foreign artists were allowed to live 
in residencies in other countries for two months to create 
ideas related to the Expo. Each residency held exhibitions 
for artworks that the artists had produced. 

A book was published detailing the story of the whole 
experience. Artist Leone Contini produced one of the 
most interesting projects called “Trans-Orient Buffet, Inc.” 
Contini displayed traditional cuisine of immigrant informal 

markets within Milan, perceiving these informal markets as 
“a space of freedom and reconnection to origins.” In his final 
exhibition, he organized a small buffet, shared the food and 
his story with his audiences.

In the near future, AIR project plans to develop the “sleep-
in” service, which would open the network to members of 
the general public who are interested in artistic interactions 
and experiences, rather than professional artists only. Those 
who use the service can meet the artists and observe their 
everyday life. The project should encourage more public 
involvement in art and should add vibrant new visitors for 
better sustainability of the residencies.

Communication within the network of residencies, the 
artists, and the general public is the essence of the AIR 
project. Social networks are crucial as a means of advertising 
the projects. AIR project has encountered significant 
communication problems in Italy because the country is 
comparatively conservative regarding its beautiful traditions 
and glorious heritage. Rather strongly invested in its history, 
Italy needs technological innovation in its communications 
with the rest of the world. According to Sacconi, “That’s 
why we decided to start a platform that connects Italian 
residencies and the rest of the world. It is high time for Italy 
to accept technological innovation and thereby interact and 
progress through communication.”

TO THE LEFT
Borca Project by Dolomiti Contemporanee, 

Courtesy of Giacomo De Dona
Borca di Cadore, Belluno

Collegio Venturoli at Bologna
Courtesy of Collegio Venturoli
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Foire Internationale d’Art Contemporain (FIAC), the international exhibition of contemporary art, is one of the top three global 
art fairs, along with Art Basel in Switzerland and Art Chicago. Since 1974, FIAC has been held every October at Grand Palais, 
in the very center of Paris. Leading art galleries from all over the world, including Korea, present collections ranging from master 
painters of the 20th century to newly emerging artists. FIAC is more than a mere art market; it is a global cultural scene allowing 
galleries, collectors, artists, and art-lovers to communicate with one another.

From October 22 to 25 in 2015, the whole city turns into a great festival featuring events such as Hors les murs along the 
Seine River and a late night opening of galleries called Noctume des galeries. FIAC is more than a mere art market; it is a 
globally cultural scene of communication among galleries, collectors, artists and art-lovers.

October 21, with its crisp autumn breeze, was a perfect evening for the grand VIP opening of FIAC. The fair’s bright colors 
and liveliness stood in sharp contrast with the heavy metal architecture of the Grand Palais and the somber starless sky 
above the glass roof. The event was more casual than I expected. Perhaps a free mind rather than formality was required for 
fully absorbing the event. Every corner I turned revealed joyful surprises, from the renowned art pieces of Damien Hirst 
and Donald Judd to the eye-catching works of emerging artists. Each booth was like a painting on its own on white canvas. 
I was pleased to see that one of the most crowded booths belonged to Kukje, a Korean gallery. A number of international 
galleries presented works of Korean artists such as Bul Lee and Kwang Young Chun. 

One benefit of art fairs is that strangers interact, perhaps as the result of random conversations that start when they admire 
the same art piece or when the curator of a gallery offers a generous explanation of the gallery and the artists, enlightening 
the people of the deeper meanings behind the works. For example, on the 25th, near the end of the fair, I engaged in an 
interesting exchange in booth 0.A51, Herve Bize Gallery. Visitors were given papers written in French. Pauline, a French 
friend who accompanied me to the fair, translated the words into English for me. Monsieur Bize, the director of the gallery, 
asked for permission to record her voice as she translated the words, the audio to be used in the next project. 

This incident made me realize that participation is an essential part of art fairs. One might enjoy, observe and even create 
simply by participating. Where does art begin and end? Is art simply the observation of a finished work? Or do gatherings 
of people spark something new? My answer is yes. Art fairs are not simply a market for selling art pieces and marking 
prices. Instead, they offer spectators the opportunity to be present, to interact, and to communicate with the art to trigger 
new inspirations, although perhaps not as vigorous as “Le groupe des Batignolles.” I recommend that you embrace the 
opportunity to be part of such interactive experiences. 

Foire Internationale d’Art Contemporain:
Where Participation Forms the Artistic Trend

b y .  J I  Y O U N  K U

STUDIO

TO THE RIGHT
Foire Internationale d’Art Contemporain
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A C C E S S  A W A I T S  Y O U . 

Have you enjoyed this issue of ACCESS? Discover and discuss 
more artists, events, and trending news at our Facebook page.

We will post important notices such as the magazine themes, 
publication date, and the distribution sites of the copies of our 

magazine.

facebook.com/accesscs2
accesscs2.org
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